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'A casual glance at histOry," wrote the Amencan architect S. Woods Hill reviewing a new 

book about concrete in 1928, "wILt show conclusively that a new architecture Invariably 

comes wi th a new constructive material and here we are wi th practically none,-1 Hill's 

disappointment voiced a recurring twentieth-century anxiety about the architectural use 

of concrete: why. when other matenals had developed their own disllnctive aesthetic. 

had concrete not7 Concrete, so it seemed, had faiLed to fulfill its destiny. The idea thaI 

each matenal shouLd find its own proper form IS a natural outcome of the principles of 

structural rationalism. for if you believed, folLowing Eugene Emmanuel Violtet-le-ouc 

[1814-18791. that the history of architecture lay in the continUing development of struc

tural technique, then it followed that the Introduction of a new material could not but 

generate a new style 01 building. WideLy accepted though this argument has been, con

crete does not conform to it. Looking back over a century and a half of concrete construc

tion, no definitive style has emerged, and there has been nothing but disagreement as to 

what It should be. If, as Adolf laos [1870-1933) wrote, "every material possesses its own 

language of forms, and none may lay claim for itself to the forms of another material:: 

then concrete, an indiscriminate borrower from the forms of every other material, turned 

out to be without a language of its own. Concrete betrayed the law of materials. 

By the end of the twentieth century, the situation had changed from the one de

scribed by Hit!: It was not that concrete had no aesthetiC, but rather that It had too many, 

each one put forward with absolu te conviction in its exclusive claim to authority. With so 

many rival orthodoxies, are we forced to conclude that reinforced concrete does not, after 

all, have an aesthetic? If this seems uncomfortable, it may only be because we have been 

too long accustomed to eXe!cting that every material shouLd have its proper form. 

A quick sketch of successive Ideas about the -correct- use of concrete willlndtcate 

the absence of consensus. For the great French exponent of concrete, Auguste Perret 

(1874-19541. the -oracular formula: as the historian Peter Collins put it. was that "con

crete architecture must consist of articulated trabeated structures composed of mono

lithic coLumns, beams, and frames, with infilling walls made up of precast blocks."l [Figure 

1) But for Perret's pupil. Le Corbusier [1887-19651. or his British contemporary Sir Owen 

Williams [1890-19691. the oracular formula was something quite different-for both it was 

the cantilevered slab of the Dam-Ina system, or of the Boots' factory a t Nott ingham (1932). 

[FIgure 21 

And for the American engineer Francis S. Onderdonk. Jr., author of the 1928 clas

sic The Ferro-Concrete Style, concrete's potential lay neither in trabeated structures, nor 

in cantilevered slabs; he argued that concrete"s true form was the parabolic arch, that 

concrete was the natural successor to the Gothic, replacing the pointed arch by the more 

efficient parabolic arch, as, for example, In London's Royal Horticultura l Hall [19281. (Fig 

ure 31 But the development in the 1930s in Germany of shell structures introduced yet 

another alternative model for concrete construction, which by the late 1940s came to be 

widely regarded as the best means of realizing concrete's potential. 

The Greek architect p, A. Mtchelis, author of a book originally published in 1955 

and transLated In to French in 1963 as Eslhelique de i'architecture du belon arme, argued 

that it was shelL structures, because they fulf illed for the first time the isotropic features 

of concrete li ts capacity to carry loads equally in all directions and so abolish the distinc

tion between load and supportl that were the true form 01 concrete construction. For 

Michelis, the build ings that best demonstrated concrete's potential were works like the 



F.gure 1 Auguste Perret. MobJI.er Nat.o .... l. Pans. 1936 

FIgure 2 ~II W,l~.ms. Boot$- Filctory. 0-10 Buoldlng. 
NCll lngham.1932 

F.gure J Eastoo alld Robf,rt50lI. architects. alld Oscar 
Faber. engineer. Royal HortIcultural Hall. Lclldcn. 1928 

Centre NatIOnaL des Industries et Techniques designed by Nicolas Esquillan [1902-19891 

in Paris [19581. or Eero Saarlnen's TWA Terminal in Queens. New York [19621.1F,gure4] But 

at exactly the same time as Mlchelis was argUing that shells were the correct use of 

concrete. le Corbusler was bUilding in belon brut, which with its messiness and consid

erable redundancy of material presented an aesthetic totally at variance with the refine

ment of shell structures. 

StructuraL rationalist that he was. Mlchelis acknowledged that concrete might 

well develop beyond shells. Even so. he would have been surprised by recent events. 

for-although there have been some deveLopments In strong. sLender concrete, like the 

chicken-bone structures of Santiago Calatrava [b 19511-shell construction has been 

abandoned. and the dominant tendency in architectural concrete has been the emphasIs 

on mass and denSity, most eVident In Swiss architecture Far from achieving the struc

tural rationalist pnnclple of the maximum effect with the least material. these buildings 

appear to use, by structural ra tiona l ist standards, excessive quantities of concrete. And 

far from eliminating solidity, which the Zurich historian Siglned Giedlon had thought In 

the 1920s was what concrete was good lor. these recent SWISS buiLdings e~aggerate It.l 

[Flg~re 51 Such technical deveLopments as have occurred In recent 

decades are not the kind that structural rationalism might have 

predicted, but rather they have been in the refinement of casllng 

and finishing techniques. 

This microhistory of concrete architecture draws attention 

to how very discontinuous each of the major developments in con

crete has been. Rather than learning from each development, we 

seem to develop each new prinCiple Just so far and then abruptLy 

abandon It and set off on some wholly new trajectory. The theory of 

structural rationalism held that architecture developed progres

Sively toward the refinement and perfection of structure-but with 

concrete. we have a field littered with truncated techniques. Each 

new generation of constructors seems to have approached con

crete as If they were starting from scratch With a matenal only Just 

discovered. as thought they were dealing Wi th a material Without a 

history. 

Peter Cotlins thought that as far as the appropnate archi

tectural expression of concrete was concerned. the situation at 

the beginning of the twentieth century was confused. but as even 

this very short survey shows, It is Just as uncertain at the begin

ning of the twenty-first century. Rather than expectantly waiting 

for the coming of an agreed aesthetic. we might do better to ac

cept that as far as concrete goes. uncertainty. IndeciSion. and 

conflict are normal and. Indeed. structural to It 

The uncertainty that IS such a feature of the aesthetiCS of 

concrete undoubtedly has something to do With its common, but 

mistaken. deSignation as a matenal. Concrete, let us be clear. IS 

not a material. It is a process: concrete is made from sand and 

gravel and cement-but sand and gravel and cement do not 

make concrete; It is the ingredient of human labor that produces 

" 
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concrete. Although the cement and concrete Industry, whose 

main interest is to sell cemen\. sand, and gravel. has tended to 

encourage the view that concrete IS a "materiar in the way that 

stone or t imber are regarded as -materials,- this IS misleadng, 

for concrete exists only when cement and aggregates are com

bined wi th labor. Now, the same is true of all other building ma

tenals - even naturally occurring materials such as s tone, timber, 

and clay have to be processed before they become buildings: the 

difference between concrete and these other, so-called natural, 

materials is only a matter of degree. With concrete, the human 

labor element is more visible and more immediately apparent In 

the finished resul t. but the same element is present in all other 

materials. Martin Heldegger's notion that a work of architecture 

IS the "bringing forth" of the Immanent properties of s tone and metal that lie dormart In 

the ground is difficult to apply to concrete. What. if anything, is "brought forth" in con

crete is human invention and skill, and I would be inclined to say that the same is true of 

all other materials, too, and not just synthetic ones. This fea ture of concrete-that it is a 

process, not a material-was well understood by the early concrete pioneers, who ""ere 

careful to patent their techniques. Fran~ois Hennebique 11842-1921) succeeded as a 

producer of concrete buildings because he protected his patents so diligently and m3de 

sure that the contractors to whom he licensed the system followed his procedures lor 

concrete construction.~ What Hennebique guarded was the process, not the materials

s teel. sand, and cement-which, after alt, anyone could buy. Well into the twentieth cen

tury. success for the concrete constructor relied upon the possession of a patent, 

In various ways concrete has had the effect of either confounding or at least 

casting doubt upon accepted ideas about construction, the nature of materials, the 

progressive historical development of structures, and on the other principles that have 

guided architectural aesthetics over the previous millennia-but without putting any

thing securely in their place. All that characterizes the aesthetics of concrete is confu

sion and uncertainty. 

The uncertainty generated by concrete connects with what might well be reg~rd

ed as another structural feature of concrete: its unpopularity. Particularly in Northern 

Europe. but not only there. concrete has had a bad name. When even a committed cham

pion of modern architecture like Sir Nikolaus Pevsner could write, -Concrete With all the 

shuttering marks can never be attractive,"6 it IS clear that we are dealing With a mate

rial with an image problem. The story of the reaction against concrete in the 1970; is 

well known, but it is worth pointing out that even before the great period of concrete 

building, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, there were rumblings of disquiet about con

crete from European intellectuals. ' -f do not dream when in Paris, in this geometric 

cube, in this cement cell. in thiS iron-shuttered bedroom so hostile to nocturnal matter: 

complained the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard in 1948.' And others, Including 

Theodor Adorno and Henri Lefebvre, were s tarting from this time to be Critical of the 

earlier optimism that had surrounded concrete. Even in professional circles, there were 

reservations about the widespread use of concrete. As one of the British postwar build

ing commlltees warned in 1946, "A large extension of the use 01 concrete is inevita ble. 
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In present conditions of design and technique It would be a disaster If in-Situ concrete 

were unrestrictedly used in the rebuilding of our towns and villages We cannot ask 

our population to lead a full and happy life in such surroundings:' 

What are the reasons for the hostility to concrete? When the great reaction against 

concrete set In during the 1970s, the concrete industry seemed to assume that what was 

wrong with concrete was that its quali ty was not good enough, and it concentrated its 

resources upon eliminating the imperfections of concrete so as to make It smoother, 

denser, and less prone to staining and cracking, In other words, 

the industry's strategy for overcoming the repulsion many people 

had for concrete was to make it less like concrete and more like 

other materials, most obviously stone. Broadly speaking, the con

crete industry in the 1980s rebranded itself as a purveyor of ,. arti

ficial stone.-

Now. while one can see why the concrete industry chose to 

pretend that what it was producing was not concrete at all, a dif

ferent-and in the long term, possibly more successful-strategy 

might have been to look harder at what it was about concrete that 

repelled people, for It is unlikely that it was the imperfections. It 

would appear that the objections to concrete were the objections 

to modernity itself-concrete just happens to be a particularly 

ubiquitous and vivid symbol of modernity, like modernity, it brings 

people together but cuts them off from one another; it overcomes the forces of nature 

but obli terates nature; it emancipates us but ends up destroying old ways of life and old 

craft skills. And, like modernity, it IS irreverSible-there is no turning back.'~ These are 

not features of concrete that the industry could ha~e done much about. 

On the other hand , there are many ways in which builders in concrete can and 

do affect perceptions of the material. fI, as we ha~e suggested. concrete is characterized 

by ambiguity and indeterminacy-as Frank Lloyd Wright 11867-19591 acknowledged back 

in 1928. when he calted it a "mongrer material, neither one thing nor another"-then 

architects can choose whether to suppress these ambiguities or to accommodate them , 

Ambiguity and uncertainty are uncomfortable, and architects and engineers ha~e tended 

to hide concrete's Indeterminacy and to emphasize one property at the expense of oth

ers. so as to a~old the discomfort and unease that arise from unresol~ed ambiguities. 

Nowhere has this been more true than o~er the question of whether concrete is a "his

torical"" or an • ahistoricar material. 

Writing and discussion about concrete o~er the last century and a half ha~e al

ways stressed its newness. It was "new- in Ihe 1850s, and it is still. somewhat bizarrely. 

talked about as "new- today_ O~er and o~er, people talk about concrete's -potential,- its 

-possibilities- -in other words. it is seen as a material whose existence l ies in the future. 

rather than In the present or the past. For the modernists, of course. a material wi thout 

a history had great appeal. Yet it is odd that this nolion of concrete as a material Without 

a past, exisllng only In the future. still persists today, o~er a hundred years after the in

~ention of reinforced concrete. Quite clearly, concrete does ha~e a history. yet e~en if they 

ha~e wanted to. architects and engineers ha~e found it extraordinarily difficult to know 

how to acknowledge this in their use of it. Occasionally one comes across Isolated hiS

torical references in the medium-the mushroom-head columns of London's Queen 



Flg~re B Office and resIdent Ial bUIlding, 2-.. , Corso 
FranCIa, detaIl of facade 

FIgure 9 Office and res,dentlal b~,l d,ng, 2-4, Corso 
FranCIa, portico col~mns dad In stone 

Elizabeth Ha ll (19681 were a gesture of deference to Sir Owen Williams, the British 

concrete pioneer-but for the most part, the ques tion of how concrete 's his tory might 

be reconciled with Its supposed eXistence In future time has not been given much 

attention. [FIgure 6J Although some of the early users of concrete were aware of the 

paradox-Auguste Perret noted that · construction In concrete IS amongst the oldest of 

all building methods, and at the same time it is one of the most modern-,I-they were 

not generally interested in represent ing concrete's own history. It was only in postwar 

Italy that the fact that concrete had a past as well as a future was seriously addressed 

for the fi rst time. 

Italian architects' engagement With historical issues came about through the 

peculiar circumstances that they found themselves in alter World War II-having to 

distance themselves from fascism without rejecting the architectural modernism that 

had flourished under fascism . But they needed also to reach back over tIme, to modern 

architecture before fascism, to show that the fascist period had been only an episode 

within the wider history of modern architecture. and thai there were other tradi tions of 

mod~rni~m, um:ollldmimlled by fd~ci~m,lhdt could be d, dWII UPOI1 . The ~elleldl ~lrdl

egy of the Italians, articulated prinCipally by Ernesto Rogers [1909-1969J through the 

pages of Casabella-conflfwita in the early 1950s, was to situate prewar modernism as a 

historical phenomenon; rather than proposing an absolute rupture With the faSC ist era. 

they emphasized mUltiple continuities with the past. Seen in these terms, concrete 

could be both a historical material and yet of the present. If we look at some buildings 

in northern Italy from the 1950s and early 1960s, we can see how this idea was devel

oped. 

Consider, for example. 2-4. Corso Franc ia in Turin, designed by Belglojoso. 

Peressutti, Rogers (BPR. of which Ernesto Rogers was a partnerl and fin ished in 1959, 

just after the same practice's more famous Torre Velasca in Milan. [Figure 7) The build

ing has shops at street level. offices in the mezzanine, and then apartments at the 

upper levels. As a building in which the grid of the frame is expressed externally, it is 

clearly indebted to Perret (Rogers had written a short book about Perret in 19551. 

though the many differences it has from Perret's buildings make It clear that the les

sons drawn from Perret have been absorbed and modified. The creation of a void at 

the corner is the very opposi te of Perret's usual practice of giving emphasis to corners 

by th ickenIng up the structure at that point. [Figure BJ Highly uncharacteristic 01 Perret 

are the columns that break two~thirds of the way up and change direction to carry the 

Jellied upper floors, tapertng as they do so: Perret would never have countenanced an 

angled column, but on the other hand, these columns and their tapered shape owe at 

least something to another tradition of concrete, the work of the Italian master of 

reinforced concrete, Pier Luigi Nervi [1891-19791. The choice of brick inlill for the 

walls of the apartments is not characteristic of Perret but is an acknowledgement of 

Turin's traditional building material: unlike Perret, too. is the stud ied irregularity 01 

the fenestration of the apartments. On the other hand. when we look at the surfaces 

of the concrete . BPR was clearly following Perret. There are three different surface 

treatments. each corresponding to a d ifferent priori ty in the structure. The grid of the 

upper-level frame is bush hammered, and this is continued down into the ribs that 

merge into the upper part of the ground-floor columns: the roughness of the surface 

has caused it to hold dirt. making it appear darker than the smooth finish of the 
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Figure 12 Borsa. mtenor 

F,gure 13 Glancarlo Oe Carlo, ReSidentIal bUIldIng, 
Spine Blanche, Matera, Italy. 1957, rear elevation 

Figure 14 Spine Blanche, rear elevation 

columns, the second finish. The third finish is the board-marked 

concrete of the soffi t of the portico. ALthough this differentiation of 

the finishes for the different parts of the structure is consistent 

with Perret. what does not come from Perret is the partiaL cLad

ding of the coLumns at pavement level In thin sheets of stone. 

[F'gure 9) The cLadding is arranged so that an area of concrete IS 

left exposed at eye Level on the sides of the coLumns. revealing the 

true nature of the structuraL material. Presumably this veneering 

of the columns was done so as to humanize the portico space and 

encourage tenants to lease the shops; whatever the reason, BPR 

chose to clad the columns with a stone whose tone and rough

ened surface can eaSily be mistaken for concrete. What we see 

here is a building that defers to concrete's various histories, yet 

incorporates these Into the time and place of its construction. 

Another buiLding in Turin. the Borsa, constructed between 

1952 and 1956 and designed by Roberto Gabetti (1925-20001 and 

Aimaro d'lsoLa lb. 19281. was a work intended to show that con

temporary architecture derived from not one but from many di f

ferent tradltions.IIIFIgure tOI From the fron t, the re is a neoration

aList upper Level, supported on concrete columns that rise up out 

of a Richardsonian rough stone plinth. But the return wall of the 

entrance reveals an entirely different treatment-a gray surface 

is marked With fine horizontal lines and an irregular pattern of 

vert icals. [Figure 111 The gray color, surface texture, and dimen

sions of the sections suggest that this wall is concrete block

but close examination reveals that it is dressed stone. So we have the unusual experi

ence of expecting a part of the bu ilding to be made of concrete, then discovering that it 

is not. While it is perfectly normaL for concrete to simulate other materials, rarely is 

another material made to imitate concrete, But the reaL surprise of the Borsa is the 

interior of the exchange hall, which is a large volume wi th a roof made up of sLender. 

branching ribs. the ends of which carry a shallow ribbed dome. [F igure tZ) The effect of 

these slender ribs and paper-thin panels is reminiscent of the Church of 51. Jean-de

Montmartre in Paris 1190Lil by Anatole de Baudot 1183Li-19151. a correspondence that 

was almost certainly intentional since Gabetti considered de Baudot's church to be the 

first work to have shown that reinforced concrete could be given an architectonic func

tion.1I Here again we see historicaL references to concrete being incorporated into a 

modern building to establish the continuity between past and present. 

ALthough located in southern Italy, the Spine Bianche at Matera was designed by 

the Milanese architect Giancarlo De Carlo 11919-20051 and built between 195Li and 1957. 'S 

[Figure lJI It was one of the buiLdings shown by the Italians at the meeting 01 the Congres 

Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne at Gtterlo in 1959, and which, along With the Torre 

VeLasca , provoked the row that led to the break-up of the ClAM. It has a Perret-l ike 

exposed concrete frame, but on the rear elevation it is -deviant" in that the intervals 

between the coLumns al the lower level are irregular, and at the corners Ihe columns are 

missing aLtogether, while some of the first- and second-floor columns are placed over 

intervals below, [FIgure 14) The haunching of the beams at the column heads on the lower 
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Figure 15 Mano Passantl. Mum~Ip~! Te~hnoca! Olh(es. 

Turin, 1961, lront elevation 

Figure 16 MunICipal Te~hnlCa l OffICes. portICO 

Figure 17 Giovanni MlChelucCl. Chiesa del!'Autoslrada 

(Church 01 San Giovanni 8attlslal. Florence. 19M 
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level (though not abovel IS a feature that refers to the, by then 

long-expired, Hennebique patent. This same reference occurs 

again in the next project. 

The Turin Municipal Technical Offices were designed by 

Mario Passanti (1901-1975), a highly respected engineer from 

the pre-war generation, and built between 1957 and 1961 [Figure 

151 Although this project was won as a resuLt of a competition, it 

was controversiaL from the start because it faces Turin Cathe

dral, the home of the Holy Shroud, and more or less from the day 

it was finished there have been demands for Its demolition. Like 

the Spine Bianche, the main reference is to Perret, with the grid 

of the frame exposed, but the verticals of the frame alternate 

with the columns of the portico in a way that Perret wouLd not 

have sanctioned. The horizontals and the verticaLs of the frame 

are both expressed, but whereas the horizontals are flush with the walL. the verticals 

project slightly, a detaiL that serves no structuraL purpose and must therefore be purely 

decorative-again, shocking to structural rationalist sensibilities. The haunching of the 

beam over the columns of the portico is another reference to Hennebique. but the clad

ding of the sides of the columns with stone is decidedly st range. [F'gure 161 Seen from the 

front, this is a reinforced concrete frame buiLding, but seen Lengthways under the por

tico, there is hardly any concrete 10 be seen at all. and the coLumns present themselves 

as stone. This is a curious reversal of the more usual arrangement, which declares that. 

for propriety. the public face of the building shouLd be clad in traditional materiaLs, but 

that the inner faces can afford to be less conformist. Here, the public face is aggres

sively modern, but when you can no longer see the fron t of the buiLding, it becomes 

deferentially traditionaL 

The Chiesa dell'Autostrada. outside Florence. was designed by Giovanni Michelucci 

11891-19911 and built between 1962 and 1964 as a memorial to those who died in the 

construction 01 the Autostrada del Sole. [Figure 171 The outside is remarkable enough and 

anticipates Gehry by forty years, but It is the inside that is most extraord inary. This is a 

place where any idea of concrete construction as being a rational 

allalr IS compLetely exploded-columns, struts, and bracing are 

aLL crowded together in an utterly chaotic way: it is an affront to 

the elegant rationality of Nervi's englneenng, and indeed of 

Michelucci's own earlier architecture. But the Chiesa dell'Auto

strada is also post-Ronchamp, and Michelucci lets us know this: 

the taut shell of the roof at Ronchamp here becomes a sagging 

canopy, barely held in shape by a few bits of inadequate-looking 

concrete bracing. [Figure 181 There is a complete confusion of al

most every known tradition of working concrete: it is neither a 

frame nor a shell, and with structuraL members that seem arbi

trarily dimensioned, it manages not only to mix together different 

:raditions, but aLso to question the value of the engineering principles that had up to then 

dominated concrete archi tecture. [Figure 19J 

All these Italian buildings were composite structures: they mixed concrete With 

other matenals, with brick or with stone. For the doctrinaire minds that concrete has 



Figure 18 Chiesa dell·Autostrada. InterIOr 

Figure 19 Chiesa dell"Autostrada. Interior 
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seemed so often to attract, this was Impure and Improper, and marked these bUildings as 

infenor. But not only were they composite in the sense of miXing materials, they also mixed 

histones. Whereas most practitioners of concrete have stuck rigorously to one tradition of 

construction only-whether monolithic, trabeated. arch. or shell-and would not counte~ 

nance their combination, what we see here is a willingness to make structures that are 

historically composite. Out of concrete·s discontinuous history of truncated developments. 

these Italian architects created a synthesis that attempted to make the history of the mate

r ial meanmgful. 

To call concrete a "mongrel materiar is not flattering. nor did Wright intend it to be. 

Wright put concrete low down in the hierarchy of materials. For the majority of practi

tioners, the mongrel features of concrete are shameful. and they have generally t ried to 

obscure or disguise them so as to make concrete appear a pedigree material. Yet the 

reali ty is otherwise. and It has to be said that the more Interesting works in concrete are 

often those that recognize concrete·s ambiguous nature: it can be both liquid and solid, 

smooth and rough, backward and advanced, worthless and precious. and, as these ital

ian examples demonstrate, historical and unhiSlorical. While most designers have 

tended to exaggerate one property In the hope of suppressing Its opposite, works that 

acknowledge the ··neither one thing nor another" properties of concrete may be. while 

Less pure. nonetheless closer to the nature of concrete. 
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